ALU-ZINC STEEL

As the worlds original manufacturer of natural
stone coated metal tiles, we have used our
knowledge and experience to develop an aluzinc
tile with genuine natural volcanic stone coating, at
a price you can afford.
We believe that Fortiza® is the only tile on the
market that offers this level of quality and
accessibility.

Fortiza® Roofing Systems are manufactured
from Alu-Zinc Steel, extending the lifespan
of your roof by 6-9 times (versus galvanised
steel). The Alu-zinc protects against rusting,
especially in coastal locations, making Fortiza®
the perfect choice for a longer lasting roof.

NATURAL STONE
The coating on your Fortiza® Roof Tiles is
natural volcanic stone from New Zealand. This
is extremely tough, adding protection to the tile
against weather extremes. The natural stone
also gives Fortiza® its unique look and vibrant
colour. Because we use only the best stone chip,
it won’t change colour over time

ADVANCED COATING TECHNOLOGY
The natural stone chip is embedded deep
within a patented basecoat resulting in 100%
coverage, even when the tile is bent during
installation. Using this technique also ensures
that the stone chip won’t come off the tile
during installation or heavy rainfall. In addition,
there are another 5 layers of protection for the
steel core to maximise the life of your roof.

Our Tiles Are BIGGER
Fortiza® tiles cover 10% more than industry standard sized tiles. Using Fortiza®
means you use less tiles per m² and less timber. Plus, with Fortiza® you only use
1.96 tiles per m².
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Fortiza® Tile

Fortiza® Shingle

15° / 90°
1335mm
440mm
1250mm
400mm
2
2.9kg
20mm
1m² / 0,5m²

15° / 90°
1330mm
425mm
1245mm
400mm
2
2.9kg
20mm
1m² / 0,5m²

At a glance
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Alu-Zinc Steel

6

Fast installation

2

Genuine Stone Coating
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Fire Resistant (Tested to FNE10511)

3

Colour that will not change

8

Global Manufacturer

4

Full range of accessories

9

Secure Roof

5

Stock available to take away

10

Written Warranty

Fortiza®
Tile
Timeless and elegant, the
Fortiza® Tile profile is
inspired by traditional Clay
European tiles.
Available in natural and
contemporary colours, this
profile will give your
house a beautiful and
aesthetically pleasing
look.

Red

Dark Grey

Clay

Green

Brown

Fortiza®
Shingle

Solid Colours

Fortiza® Shingle tiles give
traditional and contemporary
homes a feel of strength and
importance. Inspired by
traditional roofs of timber
shingle, this profile is
available in a variety of
solid or patched colours.

Patched Colours

Brown

Dark Grey

Red

Bruno

Storm

Lava

Oliva

BENEFITS & PERFORMANCE

Whether your priority is
saving money, fast
installation or a roof that
looks good and performs
for a lifetime, Fortiza® has
many characteristics to
make your life better

LIGHTWEIGHT

EASY TO
TRANSPORT

Each tile weighs only 2.9kg so you
can save on your structure, transport
easily and install quickly

Unlike clay and concrete tiles, Fortiza®
is easy to transport and won’t break or
crack during transportation

TRUST FORTIZA®

FIRE RESISTANT

HERITAGE

TESTING

Fortiza® tiles will not contribute to fire,
making them ideal for residential &
commercial applications. Tested to
FNE10511

You can trust Fortiza® to perform. We
have been making stone coated roof
tiles since 1957

We continually test our products at
our own & independent laboratories
to ensure they remain leaders in the
market.

FAST
INSTALLATION

LESS TIMBER

SECURITY

Our tiles are bigger! This means less
tiles to install, and a quicker
installation process

The size of Fortiza® tiles mean you
use less timber for battening, saving
time and money

Fortiza® tiles are secured to the tiles
on either side, above, below and the
batten - making your roof incredibly
secure against intruders and extreme
high winds

COASTAL LIVING
Fortiza® Roofs are an especially good choice for coastal locations. The
Alu-Zinc Steel protects against rust and our tiles are made to perform in hurricane
conditions. Being lightweight they can be transported easily across soft ground or
moved by boat to island locations.

WARRANTY
HURRICANES

CORROSION

Your Fortiza® roof is tested to
perform in 200Km winds.

Certified to ASTM B 117 by
independent laboratory for salt
corrosion.

Our FREE 40 year warranty
covers both weather and
surface coating.

Ridge Hip

Overall Length
Length of Cover
Downturn
Width
Weight

2000mm
1900mm
62mm
35mm
2,0kg

Accessories
The Fortiza® roof system includes a complete range of
accessories, manufactured with the same high quality
materials that we use in our tiles.

A Ridge

Overall Length
Length of Cover
Upturn
Width
Weight

Combo Valley

2000mm
1900mm
25mm
160mm
2,3kg

Overall length
Length of Cover
Upturn
Width
Weight

2400mm
2250mm
25mm
160mm
2,1kg

Side Flashing

Overall Length
Length of Cover
Upturn
Width
Downturn
Weight

2000mm
1900mm
86mm
17mm
57mm
1,4kg

Box Barge

Overall Length
Length of Cover
Downturn
Width
Weight

2000mm
1900mm
130mm
70mm
2,5kg

Flat Sheet

Overall Length
Width
Weight

Secure & Easy Installation
2000mm
400mm
3,9kg

Because Fortiza® is a bigger tile and easier to work with, it is one of the
quickest roofs to install. This means less labour costs and a shortened build
time. In addition, with each tile secured to the roof battens through the tile to
the left, right, two tiles above and two tiles below, a Fortiza® roof is incredibly
secure against both the weather and intruders.

www.fortiza.com

AHI (Africa Region)
Call Us: +44 1582 807 363
Email: info@africansupplies.co.uk

Adding beauty & value
the affordable way

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

